**University Men Get Positions**

**Doing Research Work**

**Ball, Quattlebaum, Faustenberg, White And Moore Study At Other Schools**

Graduates of the chemistry department of the University have been and are currently found in numerous positions in their field of specialization.

W. Earle Ball, graduate in 1937, from Darrel, formerly of Sumter, who took his doctor's degree in biology at the University, has been studying and carrying on research work on wheat and is now employed to be in Germany, working under the direction of an international chemical research.

Mr. Ball was the winner of a National Research Council scholarship, which honor is given to only one American chemist each year.

William Merritt Quattlebaum, former of Winnsboro, and a graduate of the University in 1919, expects to receive his Master's degree this year at Harvard University.

He has completed the full requirement for this degree in two years. During his first year of graduate work at Harvard, he made the highest record in the University.

R. C. Faustenberg of Columbia, a 1931 graduate of the University of South Carolina, has received an assistantship in the department of chemistry at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge.

Guy Hayward White of Columbia, graduate in 1930, who received his doctor's degree at the University of Pittsburgh, has now secured a position with the Jetco Rayon Corporation in Asheville, North Carolina.

J. L. Moore of Columbia, graduate in 1939, received a fellowship at Boston University in industrial chemistry. Mr. Moore was graduated from that department, and is now at the University of South Carolina, working on some special research work.

**Can You Add To These?**

Every week The Gameduck will print a list of aluminum at the University who have distinguished themselves in some field through the year. The students, faculty, alumni and all readers of The Gameduck are invited to add to this list with names of alumni who have distinguished themselves in the course of the year 1938. Following is a list of alumni who have served on the Corps and Confederate States representatives.

**Records Of Past Teams**

In an effort to show that athletes at the University are now higher than ever before, the University is presenting its second installment in the series of athletic records of Past Teams.

1932: Captains: C. R. Williams, captain; G. C. Glass, manager.

1933: Assistant: C. R. Williams, assistant; G. C. Glass, manager.

1934: Assistant: G. C. Glass, manager; W. C. Nuckolls, assistant.

1935: Assistant: M. L. Bonham, manager; W. C. Nuckolls, assistant.

1936: Assistant: W. C. Nuckolls, manager; M. L. Bonham, assistant.


1938: Assistant: G. C. Glass, manager; W. C. Nuckolls, assistant.

**Five Initiated By Alpha Psi Omega Group**

All those Initiated Wednesday Have Been Active in Campus Dramatization

Mary Parick, Mrs. Jola Belle Rowan, Blanch Love, Millidge Bissell, and C. A. McAnes were initiated at the weekly meeting of the local cast of Alpha Xi Omega, national dramatic fraternity Wednesday night.

All those initiated have been active on campus dramatizations in various capacities other than as technical assistants. Minimum requirements before a candidate can be considered for membership are that the candidate must have played at least two or minor productions or two in concert plays, or must have performed equivalent service in technical work.

At the meeting it was definitely decided that the group is to have a part in the Gleaner and Black and White and means of financing the project were discussed.

**Leckoff Asks For Changes**

Since the original purpose of the Episcopalian society—that of supplying a regular means for formal training—has been lost out-of-date with the institution of courses in formalities in the University, I recommend that the character of the society be changed and that it turn to a political science forum and that funds be used to bring prominent businessmen to the University.

Jack Leckoff, retiring president of the Episcopalian society said in his inaugural address delivered at a reception of the society held last Tuesday night is in honor of the incoming and outgoing officers.

Leckoff also recommended that elections be held bi-annually and that the present policy toward the publications be continued—that the literary societies control the publication boards, and that only those members be allowed to name the board members.

He closed his address by thanking the society for its cooperation during his administration, and expressing similar cooperation for his successor.

C. D. Dahl, incoming president, praised the history and work of the society, in his address reported that the society cooperate with him during his term of office.

**What is Cross Blending?**

Let's say you're painting clouds. You've got your primary colors here on the palette. But you haven't the clouds until you blend certain colors into the special tone you want.

This is very much what happens in making a good cigarette. And I gather that what Chesterfield means by Cross-Blending is what an artist does with colors. Their Domestic blend contains tobacco of four different varieties of each—are the primary colors. They blend and cross-blend these same tobacco until they get the special tone they want—in other words, the Chesterfield flavor.

"And just as each color you use acts on the others to change and enrich them, so each Chesterfield tobacco adds its particular tone of the fine qualities of every other. You 'weld' different kinds to get a better kind. That's Cross-Blending!"